Endangered species such as these burrowing owls live on the Potatogate lands. AWA
applauds Premier Redford for cancelling this attempt to sell these public lands.
PHOTO: © JOHN E. MARRIOTT PHOTOGRAPHY

AWA Fights New Transmission
Lines in the Livingstone

	This summer AWA joined local
residents and landowners opposing
rampant transmission line development
in southwest Alberta’s Livingstone
region. On August 23, 2011, a three-day
Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC)
hearing began in Pincher Creek to discuss
preliminary issues in the application
process by the Alberta Energy Systems
Operator (AESO) and Altalink to build
240 kV transmission lines through this
beautiful and pristine landscape.
AESO and Altalink’s development
proposals seem to fly in the face of
commitments made on numerous
occasions by Altalink President and Chief
Executive Officer, Scott Thon. In 2007,
Thon promised to take “an innovative
approach to transmission by focusing
first on reusing existing rights-of-way
and reusing the land currently occupied
by older, lower capacity lines for new,
high capacity lines before we look to cut
a new path of land.” This message does
not seem to have been delivered to and/
or heard by the staff planning to construct
a new Fidler to Chapel Rock line through
Alberta’s unspoiled Livingstone Range.
Previously AUC granted a “needs”
approval to AESO. This recognized
the “need” for a new transmission line
running from Goose Lake, near the
Oldman Dam, west to the Crowsnest
Pass. (AWA did not agree that such a
“need” had been demonstrated, nor that
AESO considered seriously alternatives
such as buried lines). Since receiving
“needs” approval for that specific
corridor, Altalink has proposed a dizzying

number of alternative locations and
routes for substations and transmission
lines, including options far beyond
the route for which they originally
received permission. AWA believes that
receiving “needs” permission for one
particular route should not give Altalink
carte blanche to build transmission
lines wherever they want in southern
Alberta without due process. If they do
need to construct new lines, which is
questionable, then they should be looking
to honour the promises made by their
own president and use already existing
transmission corridors.
Peter Sherrington, AWA member and
former president, represented AWA at the
hearing. Numerous local landowners and
members of the Livingstone Landowners’
Group also played a major role. Peter
commented afterwards that the issue is as
“close to a no-brainer” as he’s seen.
					- Nigel Douglas

Moratorium on Motorized
Access Necessary for
Grizzly Survival

AWA and several other Alberta
conservation groups have called for
an immediate moratorium on all new
road and trail construction within
grizzly habitat. Why? Because Alberta
continues to refuse to take meaningful
measures to recover declining grizzly
bear populations in Alberta, we have little
choice.
	Since the grizzly bear was designated
as Threatened in 2010 little has been
done to secure grizzly habitat. It is well
established that the single greatest threat
to grizzly bear survival is human-caused

mortality, largely due to access into
grizzly habitat. In fact, it is estimated
that 90 percent of grizzly deaths occur
within 500 metres of a road. Upon its
release in March 2008, the provincial
Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan made it clear
that “human use of access (specifically,
motorized vehicle routes) is one of
the primary threats to grizzly bear
persistence.” It then went on to prescribe
that road density in core grizzly habitat
should not exceed 0.6 km/km2; density
should not exceed 1.2 km/km2 in all
other grizzly range. Along with this key
recommendation, the Recovery Plan also
outlined a suite of other strategies to
mitigate the effects of linear disturbance
upon grizzlies. Some of those strategies
are: coordinated, inter-departmental road
planning before new road construction,
deactivation of roads not regularly
used within two months of last use,
reclamation of roads no longer in use
within one year of last use, and ensuring
off-highway vehicle activity is managed
and restricted to designated routes and
areas. The Recovery Plan recommended
putting these management actions into
operation within a year of its release.
Their implementation, inexcusably, is
more than three years overdue.
Within the last year, two separate
studies conducted by non-profit
organizations within southern Alberta
have revealed linear access densities
within grizzly habitat already greatly
exceed the thresholds recommended in
the Recovery Plan. A study conducted
by Global Forest Watch Canada showed
that the density of linear disturbances in
the Castle Area Forest Land Use Zone,
identified as core grizzly habitat, is 1.3
km/km2. This is more than double the
threshold recommended in the recovery
plan; in some watersheds densities
were more than triple the recommended
threshold. Another report commissioned
by the Ghost Watershed Alliance
assessed cumulative impacts in a study
area within the Ghost River Watershed.
The study included determining actual
access density. Although the study area
is considered non-core grizzly habitat, it
was found that the average actual access
density was 5 km/km2. This greatly
exceeds the threshold of 1.2 km/km2
recommended for all grizzly range.
It must also be emphasized that the
provincial Recovery Plan defines “open
routes” as “a route without restrictions
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